
Campad Electronics Expands Inventory Of
Phone Cases, Chargers, And Accessories

A dynamic range of products for Samsung Galaxy S22 mobile phones and more now in one place

Campad Electronics has expanded its inventory of phone cases, chargers, and accessories for

popular Smartphones including Samsung Galaxy S22 mobile phones.

For over three decades, the company has become the one-stop destination for a wide range of

electronics items and accessories for customers in Australia. The registered Australian business

understands what its customers want and caters to them accordingly. Besides top-quality

products, the company is also known for its solid advice and reliable customer support, which

ticks the right boxes for customers.

Moreover, it’s interesting to note that the products offered by Campad Electronics are also

competitively priced. They thus lead to substantial savings for customers in the country. And

now by expanding its inventory of phone cases, chargers, and accessories it has a lot more to

offer for Smartphone users, especially those who want to ensure that their Samsung Galaxy S22

mobile phones are functioning at their optimum.

Campad Electronics

These Samsung Galaxy S22 cases are designed to offer drop protection to mobile phones

without affecting their functionality or overall aesthetics. From thin cases to rugged cases, tough

options, and wallet cases; Campad Electronics has it all in store for customers to choose from.

Some of the options available in the wide range of cases from many top brands include:

Case-Mate Karat Marble Case For Galaxy S22 is available for $44.99.

Lifeproof See Case For Galaxy S22 Black Crystal on the other hand costs $54.99.

PanzerGlass HardCase Samsung Galaxy S22 Black Clear is priced at $34.99.

The popular Otterbox case range includes OtterBox Galaxy S22 Defender Series Case Black for

$89.99 and OtterBox Galaxy S22 Symmetry Series Clear Antimicrobial Case Clear is available for

$64.99.

Campad Electronics also stocks screen guards like PanzerGlass Galaxy S22 UltraForce1 Screen

Protector, which is available for $39.99.

Samsung Galaxy S22 mobile phones can be charged quickly thanks to fast charging and super-

fast charging functionality offered by the brand. To ensure that these mobile phones never run

out of juice, Campad Electronics has also offered customers access to a versatile range of

options from the company. These include:

Samsung 35W Power Adapter Duo Black costs $48.99.

Samsung AC Fast Charger Type C 45W White can be bought for $64.99.

Samsung Wall Charger For Super Fast Charging 25W Black is priced at just $29.99.

USB C Mains Chargers at the store include 18W USB Wall Charger With QC3.0 And USB-PD Black



for $29.99 and OtterBox 30W USB-C Fast Charge Wall Charger Black Shimmer for $59.95.

From charging hubs to car chargers, wireless charging stands and pads, c cables, adaptors,

cradles and different types of antennas, power banks, Bluetooth kits and so much more;

Campad Electronics is the reliable one-stop shop for all types of phone cases, chargers, and

accessories.

Learn about Samsung chargers and adapters at: https://campadelectronics.com.au/samsung-

galaxy-s22.php

About Campad Electronics

The registered Australian business has been operating for over 35 years and has become the go-

to name for electronics items and accessories for customers on the back of top-quality products

and impeccable service at competitive rates.
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There is no offer to sell, no solicitation of an offer to buy, and no recommendation of any

security or any other product or service in this article. Moreover, nothing contained in this PR

should be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any investment or security, or to

engage in any investment strategy or transaction. It is your responsibility to determine whether

any investment, investment strategy, security, or related transaction is appropriate for you based

on your investment objectives, financial circumstances, and risk tolerance. Consult your business

advisor, attorney, or tax advisor regarding your specific business, legal, or tax situation.
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